
Mapping Future IT Investments 

About the Client

Throughout its forty-year history, Fountaindale Public Library District 

has always been focused on serving its Illinois community, from its first, 

temporary space to its current 114,000 square foot building. FPLD’s state-

of-the-art services and facilities use a modern technology infrastructure 

that has grown and evolved over the last ten years. 

Their Challenge

FPLD IT staff found it difficult and time consuming to keep an accurate 

and current view of their environment. The task was labor intensive, 

and there were always higher priorities. Without that current inventory, 

it wasn’t an easy task to predict the lifecycles of their infrastructure 

components. This was a clear obstacle to laying out an accurate, 

actionable refresh-renew-replace plan and budget for the future.

“The Fountaindale Public Library completely replaced the 
IT infrastructure when we moved into a new building 
in 2011. But by 2019 we knew we needed a timeline 
and budget for capital IT maintenance and replacement 
purchases over the next 10 years and beyond.”

Information Technology Manager, FPLD

OVERVIEW 

Industry
Public Library

Client Profile
Fountaindale Public Library District relies 
heavily on technology to support its patrons 
and staff, its 7,000 square foot digital 
media center, its teen-focused Vortex space, 
and other services, programs and events. 

Business Situation
FPLD technologies ensure that patrons and 
staff find the educational tools, collaborative 
opportunities, and an environment where 
they can learn and thrive. But when it 
came to tracking those technology assets, 
and understanding the lifecycle of the 
equipment, the district looked to outside 
resources for assistance.  

Solution
ITsavvy, using automated tools, manual 
inspections, and our partners’ expertise, 
uncovered all of FPLD’s IT assets, and created 
both a complete asset inventory and a budget 
timeline for when those assets should be 
renewed, refreshed or replaced—and at what 
cost—over ten- and twenty-year timelines. 

Benefits
> Complete inventory of all IT assets.
> Ability to budget for the IT lifecycle of  
 the hardware and software for the  
 following years. 
> Cost and time efficiencies by determining  
 options to remove redundant equipment, 
 evaluate the lifespan of current  
 equipment, and plan for future  
 enhancements.
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FPLD needed a detailed inventory of its IT assets and an accurate budget 

projection for updating and replacing them. FPLD decided to reach out  

to ITsavvy to take on the task.

“We began searching for a company to look at all of our 
existing IT infrastructure inventory, and document the 
models, quantity, age, warranty status and more based on 
age and industry norms. Based on our earlier, successful, 
experience with ITsavvy, we engaged them for this project.”

Information Technology Manager, FPLD

Our Solution

Working closely and collaboratively with FPLD, ITsavvy put in place a 

two-phase program. First, we conducted an asset inventory of all the 

current equipment and software. From there we worked with our partners 

to lay out precise dates when the assets would no longer be supported by 

the manufacturer and would need to be renewed or replaced. With their 

insight, we created a report that projected the costs for those renewals or 

replacements over the coming years.

Uncovering All the Assets

ITsavvy tracked and documented details of each IT asset by make, model, 

OS version, and more. ITsavvy tools captured information about every 

device connected to the FPLD network. Once the scan completed, ITsavvy 

team members manually examined the entire infrastructure to find 

equipment that was possibly offline or no longer in use.

“Fountaindale was once again very pleased with the value 
offered by and performance of ITsavvy on this project, in 
particular the way ITsavvy chose to break down the project 
into two distinct phases; inventory followed by research 
and budget forecasting.”

Information Technology Manager, FPLD
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FOR MORE INFORMATION,  
please contact an ITsavvy Client Executive.

ITsavvy

855.ITsavvy (855.487.2889)

Info@ITsavvy.com

ITsavvy is an end-to-end value added IT 
product and solution reseller with offices 
nationwide. With 99% of in-stock orders 
shipping same day and $8 Billion in daily 
inventory, we fulfill our client’s needs and 
deliver peace of mind.

This success story is for informational purposes only. / The ITsavvy marks are trademarks of B2B Industries LLC. ITsavvy.com
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The Renew-Refresh-Replace Roadmap

ITsavvy partnered with the manufacturers of all of FPLD’s infrastructure 

components (all of whom are ITsavvy partners). With their help, we 

produced a comprehensive spreadsheet detailing, which equipment was 

current, and the month/day/year when each had reached or would reach 

End of Sale, End of Support and End of Life. This information was critical 

to building the budget.

Finally, we laid out, on a year-by-year basis, the costs for maintaining or 

replacing each component including support costs, purchase costs and 

more. We projected out ten years, and offered guidance on the harder-

to-predict ten years beyond that. These recommendations included 

technology whose support contracts should be renewed, and technology 

that needed to be replaced during each projected period.

Shining a Light on the Future

Today, FPLD has a definitive, accurate long-term understanding of exactly 

what equipment will need to be refreshed or renewed, when that has to 

happen, and an idea of how much to budget for that year.

“The resulting network inventory documentation, budget 
estimate forecasting, and insights and recommendations 
provided by ITsavvy were exactly what Fountaindale was 
looking for.”

Information Technology Manager, FPLD

The ITsavvy Solution

HARDWARE 

• HP Enterprise

• Dell EMC

• Cisco

• Barracuda

SOLUTIONS 

• Microsoft

• VMware 

PARTNERS 

• IT Lifecycle Management

• Engineered Solutions
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